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Corrected proofs of the following results of [SO] are given: if X is an Asplund space (respectively, 
X is a subspace of a gsg space) and K is a Corson compact then any operator from X to C(K) interpolates 
through a Banach space Y such that Y is both Asplund and hereditarily weakly compactly generated 
(respectively, Y is wcg). If K is a Corson compact that is the continuous image of a so called 
Radon-Nikodym compact then K is an Eberlein compact. 
We use the same terminology and notation as in [SO]. We slightly rephrase the 
Lemma on page 48. The proof should be clear from the inequalities 
ll((/. v gi) - h) - ((/2 v g2) - h2)\\ 
^ ll(/i v gi) - (f2 v 9l)\\ + \\{f2 v 9l) - (f2 v g2)\\ + ||A. - h2\\ 
^ 11/. - /2II + lift " fell + IllJ. - M • 




We give a correct proof of the Lemma on pages 49 — 50 of [SO] 
Lemma. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and C a subset of C(K) that is 
equimeasurable and separates the points of K (in some circles K is called 
a Radon-Nikodym compact). Let F be any subset of C(K) that is point countable. 
There exists a subset G of C(K) that is both equimeasurable and point countable 
and the algebra A generated by G contains F. 
*) Institut fiir Mathematik, Johannes Kepler Universitat, A-4040 Linz, Austria 
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Proof. We may assume that C is a convex and symmetrical subset of the unit 
ball with lK e C. It is easy to check that C • C is also equimeasurable and, by 
induction, Cn is equimeasurable. It follows that 
E = Y2~nCn 
n 
is equimeasurable. ^From the Stone-WeierstraB theorem we know that unn • E is 
uniformly dense in C(K). For fixed positive integers m and n define 
F„„ = F n ( ( n - £ ) + ß ( o , i ) ) . 
Observe, that for a fixed m, unFmn = F. For each fmna eFm>„ choose hmtflta e E so 
that \\nhmtnta - /m>n>J <^-. Define 
m 
\ mj m m 
which is non negative and observe that 
n~lumtnta = (.V„,« v — ) e[E v — ) . 
\ mnj mn \ mnj mn 
Thus, G = {n~lumna: m, n9 a} is equimeasurable. Fix keK, m and n\ if 
n~lumtnta(k) > Othen 
nhmtHta(k) > -v 7 m 
which implies that |j^n,a(fc)| > 0. Thus, {n~
lumna : a} is also point countable. Thus, 
we have that G is point countable because it is the countable union of point countable 
sets. Also, F is a subset of the closed algebra A generated by G and 
G s u ^ J E v — l к ) - — ìк. \ mn ) mn 
Thus, the state space of A is both a Corson compact and a Radon-Nikodym compact. 
The remarks beginning in the last paragraph of page 52 and continuing on page 
53 are, at best, incomplete, and should be ignored. 
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